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tools of thought

The

Man's Lature and the nature of values
Drives, instincts ; percepti3ns and fixates s,
identifications`, --d~i .splacements, habits - - i .e .
the development of man's-needs .and*their fulfillment patterns . The physico-bhemical-animal side of
'_.the above (no conflict inevitable) . _See Section IV
,(temporarily specialization of aocabulary in response
Ito history of disci lines, temporary goals of each
;branch of learning .
® Man's nature and the nature of fictions
Man's nature and the nature of facts
® The limits of factual observation
Communication in knowledge
ACTI o 1~

II . The mechanisms of action
CV

Value projectiofs
Factual predictions
a ctio
Communication as action
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III . Action as poetry
The value structure of literature
,-Coincides w/. the fullness of life, i". e . the multivalued character of man who contains within himself
very often all the good and evil that the Bible-or
the psychopathologist describes . Nothing delights
one more than pursuz'ng a facet of himself - be it
incipient, underdeVeloped, or monpolistic - to its
extrme flowering ., Or conversely, watching in another
personality the modulation or transformation of
impulses and habits that are full-blown and autocratic .
Q)

How much of peetry

is

dependent on factual knowledge

The impregnability of poetry to factual knowledge
The vulnerability of poetry to policy
cF_

IV. Action as science
® The nature of physical theory
© Social Science
(CVER)

The limits of science - natural and social (natural ; psychic .,
ana valuational)
P

V.

Action as policy
EducationAdministration
Politics
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VI . A policy for action
he control of science within the scope of conscious will
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